Preliminary list of participants - 29/03/2022
AICAT - AUSTRIAN INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION & AVIATION
TECHNOLOGY
Austrian Industrial Cooperation & Aviation Technology–is the
One-Stop-Shop within the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber
(WKO) representing the interests of the Austrian Industry in the
Aeronautic Sector to show up potential synergy and
cooperation...

PLANSEE SE
Aéronautique. production and machining of refractory metals,
we also operate state-of-the-art coating systems and analytical
equipment
Austria

Austria
JOHN COCKERILL (EX. CMI INDUSTRY)
Weapon systems manufacturer, support and training
Belgium

HICO-ICS GMBH
Leading software company in for integrated technical logistics
support systems (ILSS) and In-Service support systems (ISS)
Austria

JOHN COCKERILL (EX. CMI INDUSTRY)
Weapon systems manufacturer, support and training
Belgium

ISOVOLTA AG
Composites for Aviation Prepregs and technical Laminates
produced out of Glas or Carbon Reinforcements with Phenolic,
Epoxy or Cyanat Ester Matrix mainly used in Aviation Interior
Austria

SOFIA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Main international airport of Bulgaria
Bulgaria

LANGZAUNER GESELLSCHAFT MBH
machine procducer in Metal working, Wood working, Composite
Presses
Austria

BOMBARDIER AÉROSTRUCTURES ET SERVICES D'INGÉNIERIE
Bombardier is a global leader in aviation, creating innovative
and game-changing planes. Our products and services provide
world-class experiences that set new standards in passenger
comfort, energy efficiency, reliability and safety
Canada

MCE GMBH
Designing, assembling and erecting complex steel constructions
(steel bridges, structural steel).
Austria
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INVESTISSEMENT QUÉBEC

BOLLORÉ LOGISTICS

Ministry of Economy, Science and Innovation

Logistics, 3 PL, Freight Forwarding, Customs Brokerage,
Compliance, Reverse Logistics

Canada

LIBURDI ENGINEERING LIMITED

France

CASTLE METALS EU

Providing specialized metallurgical, welding and software
technologies, systems and services to industry.
Canada

Castle Metals is a leading service provider of high performance
metals and supply chain solutions to the global aerospace and
defense industries.
France

ONTARIO AEROSPACE COUNCIL (OAC)
Not-for-profit organization comprised of over 200 member
companies, representing over 70% of the Ontario aerospace
industry employment base and spans all tiers, business activities
and sizes.

COLLINS AEROSPACE
Communications and aviation electronics solutions for
aerospace and defense

Canada

France

PRATT & WHITNEY CANADA CORP.

CORIOLIS COMPOSITES

Designs, manufacturer and services of aircraft engines powering
business, general aviation and helicopters

Specialist in the implementation of composite materials Coriolis
Composites develops, makes & markets robotic cells for fiber
placement using a standard 6 axis robot enabling the laying of
continuous or discontinuous fibers, in all directions

Canada

France
BLUEFIELD
Consulting
France

DASSAULT AVIATION
Dassault Aviation is a French aerospace company with proven
dual expertise as a manufacturer of both military aircraft and
business jets. Creator of more than 100 prototypes in the last
century, with over 10,000 aircraft delivered to 90 countries
France
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FUERZA AEREA ARGENTINA - FRANCE

NICOMATIC

Argentinian Air Forces

Nicomatic is a manufacturer of standard and special electrical
connectors for harsh environment

France

INDRAERO - AVIAGROUP INDUSTRIES
Manufacturing of complex metal parts and aerostructure subassemblies
France

LAMECO
Manufacturer and specialist of Custom Laminated Shims which
have the advantage of being easily peelable to meet precisely
specified clearances in any type of engineering assembly
France

MECACHROME FRANCE

France

OCETA
Technical support, development, distribution & repair service
for tooling & interconnect solutions for aerospace, military
France

SOGECLAIR GROUP
Major partner in engineering and a prime contractor for the
aerospace industry for each and all of its domains of expertise
and product line
France

TECALEMIT AEROSPACE

Mecachrome is a global leader in precision mechanics
France

Manufacturing aeronautical flexible and combined hoses,
aeronautical rigid metallic hoses, thermal and fire protections,
fittings for hoses and Machined components, assembly of
aeronautical subassemblies
France

MISION NAVAL LOGISTICA DE ARGENTINA EN EUROPA
Military Contract Management Agency
France
TECHNI-MODUL ENGINEERING

Industrialization of the manufacturing process for parts made
from composite materials
France
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TESTIA

CEVOTEC GMBH

The specialist in nondestructive diversifies Specializing in
nondestructive testing for aeronautics and space. Worldwide
Services.

Munich-based automation specialist Cevotec enables
manufacturers to build complex composites in high volume and
quality

France

Germany

THAILAND BOARD OF INVESTMENT - PARIS

VENTURETEC ROTATING SYSTEMS GMBH

Assistance and granting of incentives to aeronautical companies
in setting up their businesses in Thailand

Connecting a workd in motion. Slip rings, media rotary joints,
subsystems and complete systems

France

Germany

WEARE AEROSPACE

TECH MAHINDRA LTD

Detail parts and aerostructure assemblies manufacturing : High
precision mechanical parts : turning/milling/sheet metal; NDT &
surface treatments; Additive manufacturing solutions
(plastic/metal); Assembly; Speedshop process

Information technology services, computer programming,
consultancy and related services, networking technology
solutions and business support services to the global
telecommunications industry

France

India

AMAG COMPONENTS ÜBERSEE GMBH

ISRAEL AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIES LTD

Produces aircraft structures and engine components made of
aluminium, titanium, and also high temperature resistant nickelbased alloys such as Inconel Hastelloy, and Waspalloy. They also
supply readyto-install mounted assemblie

Development and production of systems for the defense and
commercial markets
Israel

Germany
A.ABETE SRL
Precision machining in the following areas: aerostructures,
engins, defense, aeronautical equipments

BOYSEN GMBH & CO. KG
Fasteners & Hardware distribution
Germany
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A.L.A. SPA

BYTEST SRL

ADVANCED LOGISTICS FOR AEROSPACE : SERVICE PROVIDER
AND LOGISTICS ACTIVITIES FOR AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES

Material Testing and Non Destructive Testings -We are an
Examination Center of ITANDTB according to EN 4179, we can
make NDT personnel training and examination

Italy

AEROSPACE MATERIALS MANAGEMENT S.R.L.

Italy

CBL ELECTRONICS SRL

Distributor for aerospace alloys.
Italy

Our core competencies are test equipment development and
production, test program development board testing and
reliability test support
Italy

ATM SRL (ADVANCED TOOLS AND MOULDES)
Subcontracting of equipment and mechanical precision in
aerospace and mechanical engineering in general.
Italy

CISTELAIER SRL
PCB Manufacurer
Italy

AVIO AERO
A GE Aviation business which operates in the design,
manufacture and maintenance of civil and military aeronautics
components and systems

CURTI COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE SPA
Manufacturing of parts based on customers drawings.

Italy

Italy

AVIO AERO

FORIND AVIO ELETTRONICA SRL

Designs, manufactures and maintains components and systems
for civil and military aviation.

Electronics

Italy
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LEONARDO COMPANY - HELICOPTER DIVISION

GIMAS

Supply Chain Management

Moroccan Aerospace Association gathering 140 aerospace
companies established in Morocco operating in different fields
of aerospace industry such as engineering (design &
conception), assembly of parts and aerostructures, composites,
electronics

Italy

Morocco

LEONARDO SPA
Aircraft manufacturer
Italy
AERO MOBILITY SUPPORT (PVT) LTD

Procurement of CN-235 and other aircraft after market parts
and repair service

MBDA ITALIA
Specialized in the field of missile systems, defence systems,
boasts comprehensive portfolio of technical missiles. //
Spécialisé dans le domaine des systèmes de missiles, systèmes
de défense, dispose d'un portefeuille complet de missiles
techniques.
Italy

Pakistan

ACITURRI AERONAUTICA S.L.U.
Aciturri is a first level supplier for equipped aero structures for
the main aeronautic constructors. The Aciturri Value Chain offer
to the final client a completed product: Design y Calculation,
Tools Manufacturing, Manufacturing, Subassembly
Spain

SUPERJET INTERNATIONAL SPA
Aircraft manufacturing
Italy
ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA MADRID

Austrian Economic Chambers that provides a broad range of
intelligence and business development services for both
Austrian companies and their international business partners

AMDIE
Moroccan Investment Development
Agencyafathi@invest.gov.ma

Spain
Morocco
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AERNNOVA AEROSPACE, S.A.

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE

Aeronautics Industry; global aerostructures company assuming
the integral management of large aircraft sections

Airbus Defence and Space SAS is a division of Airbus responsible
for defence and aerospace products and services

Spain

AERÓPOLIS, PARQUE TECNOLÓGICO Y AERONÁUTICO DE
ANDALUCÍA

Spain

AIRBUS HELICOPTERS SPAIN

Aeropolis is a technology park a few km North East of Seville
which is dedicated to businesses in the aerospace sector
Spain

No. 1 helicopter manufacturer in the civil and parapublic
market, with a turnover of 4.5 billion Euros, orders for 715 new
helicopters, and an 53 percent market share in the civil and
parapublic sectors
Spain

AEROTECNIC
Integral and complete service in management and manufacture
of elemental and aeronautical structure. Main activities: Metal
Materials: Machining, Milling and Turning (CNC 3,4,5 axis),
Trimming by CNC, Grinding, Composite Machining (CNC 5 axis)

AIRBUS OPERATIONS SL
Airliner Manufacturer
Spain

Spain
ALCUPLA S.A.
Mechanical subcontracting - precision machining

AERTEC SOLUTIONS

Spain

Concept development, Design of industrial facilities, Logistics
and industrial organisation, Supervision activities
Spain
ALESTIS AEROSPACE, SL

One of the three Tier One suppliers operating in Spain. Leading
company in engineering and technologies for the manufacture
and assembly of composite materials

AIMPLAS - INSTITUTO TECNOLÓGICO DEL PLÁSTICO
Analysis and testing, R&D projects, technical assessments,
training, competitive intelligence

Spain
Spain
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ALU-STOCK SA

CAMARA OFICIAL DE COMERCIO E INDUSTRIA DE ALAVA

Aluminium standard profiles, machining and forging bars, sheets
and plates in every commercial alloys

The Chamber of Commerce offers businesses training and advice
on issues of Internationalization, Industry, Trade

Spain

Spain

ANDALUCIA AEROSPACE - CLUSTER HÉLICE

CAPGEMINI ESPAÑA - ALTRAN INNOVACION SLU

Promotion of the andalusian aerospace industry

World leader in engineering and R&D Services
Spain

Spain

APPLUS+ LABORATORIES

CASEMEDIA EMBALAJES, SL

Testing, Technological services, Certification, Inspection

Cases, Custom Boxes, Trunks, Containers, Cabinets an Foam
Moulds for Aeronautic Industries (Tools, Parts, measuring
equipment Etc...)

Spain

Spain
AXON' CABLE - OFICINA DE REPRESENTACIÒN EN ESPAÑA
The group designs and manufactures custom design wires,
composite cables, flat flex cables, cable assemblies, connectors
and mini-systems for high tech applications

CAYCO, S.A.
Integral Logistics Operator

Spain

Spain

AYESA AIR CONTROL INGENIERIA AERONAUTICA, SL

CITD ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGIES S.L.

In the field of manufacturing and assembly, AYESA participates
in successful civil aeronautics programmes such as the Airbus
A320 and the Boeing B777, as well as on-going military
programmes such as the Airbus Military A400M

CITD is an engineering company dedicated to the design and
stress of systems and structures in aerospace, industrial and
energy sectors, and in full swing with infrastructures

Spain
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CLIFFS - AK STEEL INTERNATIONAL

DERICHEBOURG AERONAUTICS SERVICES

AK Steel is a leading producer of flat-rolled carbon, stainless and
electrical steel products.

Derichebourg Atis aeronautique is a service provider in
aeronautical subcontracting industry, we support the main
aircraft manufacturers (OEMs and Tier 1)on the services of
Industrial Preparation, Technical support, Quality inspection...)

Spain

Spain
CLUSTER DE LA INDUSTRIA DE LA DEFENSA (CID)
Contribute to the strengthening of the technological and
industrial base at the service of the defense of Spain, attracting
new companies to the sector
Spain

EGA MASTER, SA
Non-sparking tools. 1000V insulated tools. Hand tool
manufacturer - Torque wrench - ESD - VDE tools - Threading
machines - Slogging wrench ...
Spain

CURTISS WRIGHT SURFACE TECHNOLOGIES (MIC)
Customized shot peening equipment and shot peening
techniques

ELECTRO CRISOL METAL SA - ECRIMESA
Spain

CUSTAR, S.L.
Document Management & Storage
Spain

Manufactures steel and aluminium parts by investment casting
Spain

EXTENDA - EMPRESA PUBLICA ANDALUZA DE PROMOCION
EXTERIOR SA
Trade promotion agency of Andalucia
Spain

DB SCHENKER
one of the leading and fastest growing global logistics service
providers
Spain

FERRETERIA XEREZ, SL
Industrial Supplies; Sales and distribution of adhesives,
consumables, screws, abrasives, lubricants, tools amd lifting
accesories and lashing and supplies
Spain
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FLE&MASK - EUROMASK

GLENAIR IBERICA

Projects, production and assembly of lean structure, design and
analysis Construction of automatic painting lines powder
coating, e-coating and spray

Glenair manufactures high-reliability connectors and cables for
mission-critical land, sea, air, and space applications.
Spain

Spain

GMV AEROSPACE AND DEFENCE, S.A.

FRENCH EMBASSY - MINISTRY OF ARMED FORCES

Aeronautics, Space and Defense. Information & Communication
Technologies (ICT), Transportation

French Ministry for Armed Forces
Spain

FUNDACION ANDALUZA PARA EL DESARROLLO
AEROSESPACIAL - CATEC

Spain

HÉROUX-DEVTEK SPAIN (CESA)

Aerospace Cluster of Andalusia - Center for Advanced Aerospace
Technologies

Design & Manufacturing Hydro mechanical component
Spain

Spain
HEXAGON METROLOGY S.A.
FUNDACION IDONIAL
We provide our customers with tailor-made solutions related to
the development of materials, advanced manufacturing and the
digital industry through technological development and
innovation

Hexagon Metrology brands represent an unrivaled global
installed base of millions of Coordinate Measuring Machines
(CMMs), portable measuring systems and handheld
instruments, and tens of thousands of metrology software
licenses
Spain

Spain

IBERIA MAINTENANCE

GALVATEC
Axis CNC machining and turning, NDT and surface treatments,
Sub-Assemblies, Full Management build-to-print, Painting of
carbon fiber structures, Analysis and Tests

Leading provider of MRO services to the IAG group airlines,
OEMs and wider industry
Spain

Spain
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INDAERO GRUPO EMERGY

INTEGRACION TECNOLOGICA EMPRESARIAL, S.L. (AMS)

Design and manufacture of plates Control, Protection &
Identification

Inspection and assembly tooling, parts, and components using
three-dimensional laser tracker technologies for aeronautics,
space industry, automotive and rail

Spain

INDUSTRIAS MURTRA CADENA, S.A.

Spain

INTERMAHER, SA (MAZAK)

From rigid webbings for industrial applications and slings to
harnesses or military equipment, among others
Spain

INMAPA AERONAUTICA SLU

Machine tool distributors. Exclusive distributors for Spain of the
prestigious Japanese brand Mazak
Spain

INVEST IN ANDALUCIA - AGENCIA IDEA

Design, manufacturing, assembly, star-up and technical
Spain

Invest in Andalucía-Spain is an initiative supported by the
Andalusian Regional Government to attract foreign direct
investment to our region and to assist existing investors to
expand in Andalusia
Spain

INSYTE SA
Industrialization - Wave soldering - CMS Technology - Hybrid
Technology - Traditional technology - Cabling bays, cabinets ... Sub-assemblies and electronic assemblies - Test environment
(humidity, temperature, thermal shock)
Spain

JOB IMPULSE
Global employment services company. We are, with heart and
soul, committed to bring people and their chosen professions
together
Spain

INTA - INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE TÉCNICA AEROESPACIAL
INTA (National Institute of Aerospace Technology) is a Public
Research Organisation that depends on the Spanish Ministry of
Defence
Spain

KROMI LOGISTIK SPAIN S.L.
KROMI offers its customers optimal customized tool
management solutions with services in the four areas of
competence TOOLS, TECHNOLOGY, LOGISTICS and DATA
Spain
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L.A.B. CIRCUITS, S.A.

METROLOGIA SARIKI SA - FERRETERIA UNCETA S.A.

pcb manufacturing - printed circuits boards

Unceta Group member, is a provider of measurement solutions
specialized in measurement consultancy, metrology systems
supply, user training, post-sales technical support, engineering
services, measuring services and turnkey projects

Spain

Spain
LAMAIGNERE CARGO, S.L.
Air and maritime groupage service
Spain

METROLOGIC GROUP SPAIN, S.L.
Software solutions in industries like automotive, aerospace,
transportation, energy, watchmaking and medical
Spain

LATESYS IBERIA SL
Studies and calculations of mechanical assemblies. Design and
production tooling for manufacturing, assembly, inspection and
transportation study of aircraft structural parts and equipment
Spain

METRONIC SA
Since 1967 METRONIC has supplied Metrology and Quality
Control instruments to the most diverse sectors of the market.
Spain

MADES, MALAGA AEROSPACE, DEFENSE & ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS S.A.U.
MADES, provides Electronic Systems Manufacturing (EMS) and
Testing Services for high-reliability applications
Spain

MPB AEROSPACE
Cabin Interiors, Design Software, Machining, Manufacturing
Services, Mechanical Components, Non-Destructive Testing,
Structural Components, Surface Treatment, Test Services,
Tooling
Spain

MAQUINSER, S.A.
Distribution, installation and maintenance of machining
machinery numerical control for metalics and carbon fiber
components. Special applications projects Turn Key
Spain

MTORRES DISENOS INDUSTRIALES SAU
Aeronautical Machinery Tooling. Full moving and assembly lines
for commercial airplanes
Spain
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NORELEM IBÉRICA S.L

RUEDAS ALEX S.L.U.

Providers with an unrivalled selection of standard parts and
components in order to help companies to achieve the machine
and plant construction objectives

Manufacturing and commercialization of autorotable castors
mainly destined to the industrial, logistics, hospital, institutional
and furniture sectors

Spain

Spain

PELI PRODUCTS

SCALIAN CONSULTING SPAIN

Peli is specializing since more then 30 years in the development
and production of protector cases and flashlights

Scalian international player in transformation, digital
innovation, deployment and operations management

Spain

Spain

RHENUS WAREHOUSING SOLUTIONS, S.L. - LTK LEAN LOGISTICS

SCM EFFICACY CONSULTING

Integrated Aeronautical logistics, Warehouse management,
Internal logistics,quality control, handling of target sets,
transportation, airport handling in FAL, documentary
management, IT, Lean Services, Returnables, reverse logistics,
Logistics

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT - LEAN MANAGEMENT Flexibility - Efficiency - Adaptability
Spain

Spain
SENER INGENIERIA Y SISTEMAS SA
ROHDE & SCHWARZ ESPAÑA, S.A.
Manufacturer of test and measurement equipment for mobile
radios and radiocommunications. TV Broadcasting and ITSecurity are also key activites of Rohde & Schwarz

A leading supplier of high performance aerospace systems for
Space, Defence and Science for more than 50 years, with high
added value technological developments
Spain

Spain
SEVILLA CONTROL S.A.
Design and manufacturing of integral packages. Design, material
purchasing, manufacturing of metalic and electrical detail parts,
final processes, aeroestrctures assemblies, support and aircraft
transformations

ROVIMATICA S.L.
Aerospace machining and defense component parts
Spain
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SIEMENS, SA

SYNERGIE ESPAÑA

Siemens is a leading multinational company that operates in the
fields of industry, energy, healthcare, infrastructure and cities.
The company develop and manufacture innovative products,
design and install complex systems and projects

International group providing companies and institutions with
global human resources management and development services
Spain

Spain
TECNATOM SA
Engineering services for the aerospace industry

SIGN-TRONIC
Official distributor of the Swiss cutting systems Zünd: Based on a
unique modular design concept and with extensive experience
in the processing of technical textile fabrics and composites for
the aeronautical industries
Spain

SINTERSA (SISTEMAS DE INTERCONEXION SA)

Spain

TECNITEST INGENIEROS S.L.
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) engineering company, with more
than twenty years of experience, focused in the development
and deployment of NDT systems and Innovative ideas and
products in the industry 4.0.
Spain

Electrical interconnexions, harness, connectors
Spain
TECNOBIT (OESIA GRUPO)
SOFITEC AERO
Aerostructures, composites and metallic manufacturing, repairs
and AOGs

Designs and develops engineering applied to security and
defense, and civil society, with the objective of providing
services and equipment to the forefront of modernity and
technology

Spain

SUMINISTROS INDUSTRISALES PÉREZ CARDOSO, SL
Supply of aeronautical and industrial equipment and materials
Spain

Spain

TEDAE - ASOCIACION ESPANOLA DE EMPRESAS
TECHNOLOGICAS DE DEFENSA, AERONAUTICA, SEGURIDAD Y
ESPACIO
National Spanish association for Defense, Aeronautics, and
space companies.
Spain
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THALES ALENIA SPACE ESPAÑA

TRESCAL ESPANA DE METROLOGIA

Devoted to the development and supply of Space systems and
equipment for civil and military programs with application in
telecommunications, navigation, Earth observation, science,
exploration, space transportation and infrastructure.

ASSI, a Trescal company, is a family business born in 1995,
offering services of traceable calibration, accredited calibration
(ENAC), qualification, validation and process automation.
Spain

Spain

UMI AERONAUTICA, SL

TIERRA TECH, SL
Ultrasonics cleaning systems
Spain

TITANIA, ENSAYOS Y PROYECTOS INDUSTRIALES S.L.
Quality control testing of aerospace materials
Spain

UMI Aeronautica is the focal point for subcontracting and
delivering of a complete solution in the Airframe manufacturing
market
Spain

UNIVERSIDAD DE CADIZ - AREA DE INGENIERIA DE LOS
PROCESOS DE FABRICACION
Research in aeronautical manufacturing processes and
technologies
Spain

TITANIUM AERO S.L.U.
Engineering that offers complete solutions related to machining
and process improvements
Spain

UNIVERSITY OF HUELVA - AIR QUALITY UHU
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) at the University of
Huelva
Spain

TORSESA
Aeronautics, petrochemicals, mining, wind power, food, marine,
amongst others. We bring our expertise to a wide range of
industrial sectors that value the support of a customer-oriented,
technical team with extensive experience
Spain

UTINGAL S.L.
Engineering services(CAD/CAM designs), Latest technologies
machining, Mass production of specific components, Laser cut
systems.
Spain
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TORAY ADVANCED COMPOSITES
Advanced composite materials for aeronautics, ballistics and
industrial applications.

UKRAINIAN ASSOCIATION OF HIGH-TECH ENTERPRISES AND
CORPORATIONS COSMOS
Ukraine Aerospace and Defense Corpora on Associa on
Ukraine

The Netherlands

GITAS

ADEPT FASTENERS UK

Tunisia Aerospace Industries Association

World class service provider of Aerospace Fasteners
United Kingdom

Tunisia

HEZARFEN SAVUNMA VE HAVACILIK SANAYI TIC. LTD STI

AERO METALS ALLIANCE

Hezarfen Defence and Aerospace Ltd. Co. focuses on subassemblies for aircraft and helicopter components. Hezarfen is
an approved subcontractor of TAI (Turkish Aerospace Industries)
since 2012.

Aero Metals Alliance (AMA) provides Aluminium, Stainless Steel,
Alloy Steel, Titanium, Nickel Alloys and supply chain
management services to the world’s leading aerospace primes
United Kingdom

Turkey

BAE SYSTEMS PLC
TURKISH AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES

Multinational defence, security, and aerospace company

Center of technology in design, development, manufacturing,
integration of aerospace systems, modernization and after sales
support in Turkey

United Kingdom

Turkey
BOEING DISTRIBUTION SERVICES INC.
As a world-leading full service provider of inventory
management solutions, Boeing Distribution Services provides an
array of solutions designed to increase your productivity while
lowering your investment costs.

TUSAS ENGINE INDUSTRIES INC (TEI)
Manufacturing, overhaul of aeroengine parts
Turkey
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Preliminary list of participants - 29/03/2022
HEMPEL SPECIAL METALS LTD

AGREGADURÍA DE DEFENSA DE URUGUAY

Stockholding & distribution of titanium & nickel alloy bar, wire,
sheet, plate & tube.

Military Diplomacy - Contract Management Agency
Uruguay

United Kingdom

BOEING RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY

INDEPENDENT FORGINGS & ALLOYS LTD
Manufacturer of high integrity forgings for the aerospace
industry

Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and
efficient airplanes to customers around the world
USA

United Kingdom

FASTENING SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL INC (FSI)

PEXA LTD - ADDEV MATERIALS
Pexa is a supplier of high technology materials to the aerospace,
defence, energy and electronics industries

FST carries a variety of specialty blind fasteners, blind rivet
installation tools and specialty sheet metal tool kits used in
aerospace technology, military and commercial industries

United Kingdom

USA

SMITHS ADVANCED METALS

TITANIUM INDUSTRIES INC

Specilaising in the supply of a complete range of metals and
plastics including Stainless Steels, Aluminium, Tungsten,
Magnesium and Titanium to High Technology Industries

Titanium Industries provides quality products, at competitive
prices, with the quickest deliveries. We have 14 worldwide
locations and offer the largest selection of titanium bar, plate,
sheet, pipe, tube and more as well as the most value added

United Kingdom

USA

SPIRIT AEROSYSTEMS, BELFAST
One of the world’s largest non-OEM designers and
manufacturers of aerostructures for commercial and defense
aircraft
United Kingdom
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